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ing there and watching the bus pull out, I knew if I loved her I would feel differently right then.

I did feel different. I was alone on the waiting platform now; it made the hollowness inside me more real. I looked around. The pavement was cold and dark. I didn’t especially want to go anywhere. I just felt very empty.

The thing that bothered me the most was the joke of it all; it was as if something was both there and not there. The next thing I knew I was walking through the terminal station. As I walked out onto Main Street I looked to the right. Down away Elizabeth’s bus was just pulling away from the traffic light at the corner. The street lights shone through the windows of the bus; passengers in their seats were outlined by the dark green haziness, distinguishing them from the darkness of the sky and the shadowy storefronts. I put my hands in my coat pockets, and didn’t notice the cold as I walked to my car.

Attic

Up the stairs to the cool Attic,
the dark Attic.
To sit alone, leaned against the stair-wall.
Attic is the high and solemn intellect
of house: its memory is there.
and a fear that things unused
will somehow come alive for want of use,
driven by the pain
of their solitude:
the dolls,
the clothes,
all the great trunks.

And now the multitudinous fingers of
cool hand of rain are
strumming,
strumming,
with an unconscious impatience
on the fitted beams, the rhymed and shingled roof.
and the sound, like a thousand tiny elves
twinkling down attic stairs around me;
silent.
leaving only their small rush of air,
and time.
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As we talked and drank
in the room, a hollow voice
Which came from none of us,
Said: “You have each but
Twenty-four hours to live,
But to make this curse easier
To bear, you may choose on
This, your last day, to
Relive any day in your life.”

then silence.

When, in a few moments, one
Spoke, it was as if a dam
Had burst, and words flooded
From all mouths save mine.
Some saw this as a chance
To correct past mistakes.
One would unbreak her
Mother’s heart, another
Unsteal his best friend’s wife.
Others thought to relive
past joys:
One his day of burgeoning
Manhood, his first woman,
Another her first day
And night of wedded bliss,
Another his day of public
Adulation and success.
Still another cackled at the chance,
Armed with hindsight,
To revenge themselves for
past wrongs.
I heard all these thoughts,
And, weighing them with
Great care, chose:
“I think tomorrow would be nice. . . .”
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